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About This Game

Dark Quest 2 is a turn based RPG inspired by legendary board game Hero Quest. The game features a party based system where
you control a group of heroes, an isometric hand-drawn art style, dice based mechanics and much more.

Each map is designed to take you through an adventure that will test your party's strength, courage and sanity as you go deeper
and deeper into the castle in search for the chambers of the evil sorcerer.

Features

Single-Player Campaign: Play a story driven campaign that takes you through a series of adventure on your epic quest
to defeat the evil sorcerer.

Map Editor: Create new adventures and distribute them through steamworks

Multiplayer: Play together with your friends and complete the campaign cooperatively!

Turn Based Mechanics: Every turn each of your heroes in your party can take one single action. Play wise and
carefully or fall captive in the eternal prison of the sorcerer.

Skull of Fate: In the darkest dungeons of the castle, when left with no hope your last and only way out will be to roll the
skull of fate and reveal your twisted fate.
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Assemble a Party: Control a group of heroes each with their own personality and strengths. Use the unique strengths of
each character and work together to defeat the minions of the evil sorcerer.

Enter a world of fantasy and adventure: Explore twisted mazes, find hidden doors and fight bloodthirsty orcs!

Village: Stay with the old masters and learn new powers, craft new weapons and mix potions that improve the
capabilities of your heroes.

Games/Board games that inspired us:

Darkest Dungeon

Dungeon Saga

Hero Quest

Talisman

Warhammer Quest
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Title: Dark Quest 2
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Brain Seal Ltd
Publisher:
Brain Seal Ltd
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2018
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Fun and exciting. Good item.. Part 2 is definitely worth picking up as a continuation of part 1.

Part 2 sees a shift in tone towards more serious events, as you'd expect from a story that needs to wrap itself up in six more
episodes, but it's all still interspersed with the series' trademark humour. Better still, despite the shift in tone, it manages to find
the right balance between more heartfelt, serious moments and the odd shot of (relevant) humour, switching between both with
near-perfect timing.

Overall, Chiru Chiru Michiru is also a great spin on the magical girl genre. You can certainly feel the energy and enthusiasm
that went into making this spinoff work on the many levels it's based on. It's set up cleverly too.

Sure, it takes a rather easygoing approach to things by nature, which results in a quickly-shifting narrative where anything can
happen. But despite this it ties itself together rather well, especially in its conclusion, and most importantly, remains hugely
entertaining and endearing throughout.. Amazing action packed game that really played with my emotions. From the exciting
recycling mission to the race car investments. Must Play!
Story - 9/10
Gameplay - 10/10
Graphics - 9/10
Music/Sound - 8/10
Replay Value - 10/10
Overall - 9/10
Putt-Putt Enters the Race doesn't fail as a game and is one of better games ever created. Though the challenges seem a slight
difficult than other "♥♥♥♥♥♥ junior adventure" games, the lack of places to visit is certainly a big downfall. On the other
hand, the various challenges and ways to play the game makes up for the downfall and making this game, a amazing game to
play.. I made a rather lackluster review of this game when I was 15, and I think I can probably give you a better understanding
of this game.

Essentially, Lugaru HD is an incredibly unique game in which the game play is a 3d world involving you to platform, sneak, and
attack wolves and enemy rabbits. However, unfortunately, a lot of the sneaking and platforming aren't really well explored as its
successor Overgrowth.

The story is also not the best, and is really improved on in Overgrowth, that being said I think that in a way, that's kind of its
charm. Lugaru HD is fun because its buggyness, and learning the nuances that come with it. Not to mention there are some
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really great mods for this game that I encourage you to check out. :). not recommended in Asia Server. There are a few good
mapping engines out there for the harried GMs among us. I've tinkered with Autorealm and Campaign Mapper, but they weren't
as friendly, powerful, or (let's face it) pretty as this one. I haven't delved in too terribly deeply to really flex the muscles of the
software, but in the short time that I've been idly clicking about, I've made six or seven decent dungeon complexes with light
effects, differing elevations, and dungeonesque bric-a-brac. It's going to come in really handy for Roll20...just saying...
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This is a very simple game, but it uses a mechanic that would be impossible without motion controls. (I have played a few 2D
games with somewhat similar ideas, but it really is a different and fresh experience in VR where you are part of the world and
have to aim and dodge.)

If you get this without expecting it to be more than it is I can almost guarantee that you will enjoy the time you spend with it.
While I'm playing I can't stop smiling, and to me it has definitely been worth the small purchase price.. Standard riddle-book
riddles but presented in a very polished and entertaining way. Voicework is also really well done.. Decent audio and graphics,
too bad the enemies are completely dumb and braindead (even for being zombies).. One of my all time favorite games.
Geneforge looks fairly simple but it has a very in depth story behind it and following it from the 1st to last game is fun although
not necesary.
You are able to choose your quests and actions and whether you want to be good or evil. It's definitely a classic game that should
be on everyones list.. I find difficult for it to be a perk, its more better either in gun loadout or a startagem call
eitherway, the guns itself are fun to use, but not being a perk. I love it!
Just get it, play it!. point and click.great game adventure. i love this game, its great to just plug into for 5 minutes or hours. and
for 50 cents (when i bought it) you just cant beat it

UPDATE 22 - ONE YEAR IN ORBIT:

It’s party time, Miners!. Update 17: Hotfix 1:

Hey Miners. Hotfix 2 for Update 12:

Hey Miners!. Dev Blog: Welcome to Hoxxes!:
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Hello everyone!. Dev blog: What is "The Space Rig"?:

 Hey Miners!. Open Alpha! From Nov 9th to 12th:

Hey Miners!. Update 4 Hot Fix 2:
A few more quick fixes to the current build

- Added filtering options on server list
- Added pad lock icons for password protected servers on server list
- Fix for not being able to die while carrying gem
- Ammo counter less confusing for some weapons/items
- Fixed sentry gun build text always visible after late join

--------

Note: Most of the development team is now taking a few weeks of summer-vacation, so this will be the last Hot Fix for now.

Have a nice summer :-)
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